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Working with
Libraries to Expand
Nature Education:
Nine More Awards
Made by MHADK
In our Fall issue of this newsletter,
Chapter Chair Carla Barrett wrote about
a new partnership between MHADK
and local libraries to promote education
about nature and responsible outdoor
recreation. An invitation for proposals
was sent out to all the libraries in the
Mid-Hudson Library System (66) plus the
four Ulster County Libraries in the Catskill
Ramapo System. A competitive evaluation has resulted in nine more grants by
MHADK for programs that aim to reach
new audiences for nature-related education. The first four to be approved were
described in the fall edition. Following
are summaries of the additional nine that
were approved for this year. Not only do
the programs support ADK’s mission, they
increase ADK visibility in our region with
the acknowledgements of our support
that all included.
LaGrange Association Library: The
library aims to educate community
members about their local environment,
encourage them to slow down and notice
nature, illustrate the history of conservation in the Hudson Valley, and show them
how to help going forward. The library
will partner with the Environmental Cooperative at Vassar Barns, part of Vassar
College, which works to connect people
with the nature around them and foster
environmental stewardship at a community level.

The NorthEast-Millerton Library: The
library began a pilot program called
Nature Scouts with opportunities to
learn about and explore the outdoors at
Taconic State Park - Rudd Pond. The program will fund the cost of boat rentals so
that cost is not a barrier for people in the
community who may want to participate
but cannot afford to. The library plans to
provide guided hikes and programs at
Rudd Pond with reptiles, birds of prey,
and other native animals and plants.
Sarah Hull Hallock Free Library, Milton:
The library plans to develop two programs: Nature Kids Storytime and a Nature Kids After School Club. Nature Kids
will be designed to appeal to 3- to 4-year-

olds (morning session) and K through 2nd
graders (after-school session). Instructors
would be provided by the library, with
books and supplies funded by MHADK.
Starr Library, Rhinebeck: MHADK funding helped the library host an outdoor
Star Party to introduce Rhinebeck families
on the use of telescopes, binoculars, and
naked eye viewing of the skies. Stargazing is an outdoor activity that can enrich
any camping experience. It’s a free, accessible recreation for families to entertain
themselves while hiking, camping or
sitting in their own backyards.
East Fishkill Library, Hopewell
Junction: The library wishes to boost its
Continued on page 4
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FROM THE CHAIR
Apprentice-type position
open on the Chapter's Board.
We need another voice on the Mid-Hudson ADK Board to help us make decisions. The open position is perfect for
those who want to see what it's like but
may not be ready to commit to doing regular tasks or big projects. The position is
called Chapter Director, but you won't be
directing anything: just sitting in via Zoom
for monthly one-hour Board meetings
and giving us input/opinions on our local
programs and policies and voting on
issues. You are in control of any work you
may do. It's a dream volunteer position
for those who are short on time and don't
want to get roped into doing work or for
those who may want to commit more time
and energy to ADK’s work, but want to
test the waters first. Either way, you would
be important as a member of the team
that comprises the board of your MHADK
Chapter. The vacancy occurred because
someone moved out of the area. If you
are interested, please contact me, your
Chair, Carla Barrett, at barrettinclinton@
gmail.com.

IN MEMORIAM:
J E R R Y R U E B E N S TA H L
Longtime MHADK member Gerald A.
Ruebenstahl of Warwick, NY passed
away unexpectedly on September 27,
2021 surrounded by his loving family.
He was 82 years old. Jerry was known
by many of our members as he was
a frequent participant on our hike
and paddle outings. Jerry’s obituary
notes, “Jerry loved being outdoors:
he was an avid hiker, paddler and
gardener. He paddled the entire Erie
Canal and Lake Champlain Canal, as
well as many other waterways. He
also helped to establish the kayak
trail on the Waywayanda Creek from
Wickham Woodlands to the Village
of Warwick. He and Marie hiked
throughout the United States, including ninety miles of the Long Path.” We
will miss Jerry’s good companionship
in the outdoors.

THIS IS IT!
The Last Printed Mid Hudson Trails
If you received this newsletter via USPS
mail, please note: IT IS THE LAST ONE
THAT WE PLAN TO PRINT AND MAIL!
Already, and for years, the newsletter
has been posted to the website quarterly, with an email and link to it sent to
all members for whom we have email
addresses. This will continue, with a
new team taking over production of the
digital-only newsletter.
Those who have been receiving printed
copies include members for whom we do
not have email contact, those who have
not indicated a preference for electronic
delivery, and some random others (in
order to meet USPS requirements).
If you do not currently get these emails
and would like to, check your spam folder
and/or provide your email address to
ADK: Email membership@adk.org or
call 1 800-395-8080. It will be added to
our local database when we receive the
monthly update.
To see current and past issues of the
newsletter, go to midhudsonadk.org

The website is also the go-to place for our
activities calendar, Outings Log (photos
and brief reports of chapter outings), and
other relevant MHADK info. Visit it regularly to keep up with MHADK!
Please Welcome
Our New Newsletter Team
Peter Cantline and Jeanette Tully-Baker
will be taking over from long-time editors
Dana Bennet and Georgette Weir. Peter
is also our Membership Chair and Jeanette is our Webmaster and Meetup coordinator. Both serve on our Chapter Board
of Directors. Dana is a graphic design/art
director pro (retired) who has made our
newsletter a stand-out. We have been so
lucky to have her volunteering. You may
run into Dana if you hike in the Catskills.
Georgette is a writer/editor (retired) who
has enjoyed keeping her hand in publicawww.midhudsonadk.org
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A P PA L AC H I A N T R A I L E V E N T
IN OUR AREA NEXT YEAR
The Appalachian Trail Conservancy (ATC)
is planning a major event—AT Vista--next
August in our region. The weekend gathering August 5-8 will be hosted at SUNY
New Paltz and will feature outings, excursions, workshops, and entertainment,
all to celebrate the 100th anniversary of
the article by planner Benton MacKaye
that led to the development of the world
famous Appalachian Trail.
MHADK and our members are and have
been maintainers, monitors, and volunteers in other roles on the AT in our
region. ATC welcomes attendees and is
seeking volunteers to lead hikes, workshops, and help with other aspects of
putting on the event. To learn more send
an email of your interest to atvistainfo@
gmail.com and Steve Weisman at sweissman@weissmanmintz.com.
You can also find info at www.facebook.
com/a.t.vistaconference
PICNIC, BYLAWS,
H O L I D AY PA R T Y,
WIEZEL CABIN
Our annual picnic and meeting and our
annual holiday party at Locust Grove have
all been canceled, primarily owing to
ongoing concerns about COVID-19. In the
case of our picnic and meeting, the weekend closing of the road to the riverside
gazebo at Mills-Norrie, our usual gathering spot, and weekend unavailability of
other appropriate outdoor venues, were
also factors. In its stead, two informal,
weekday picnic gatherings were held in
October, one on each side of the Hudson
River (see Outings Log). We were to vote
on some minor revisions to our bylaws at
the meeting, but that vote has been postponed pending new bylaw guidelines
that are expected from the Club soon.
The Holiday Party at Locust Grove was
cancelled owing to various covid related
protocols that would have put constraints
on the fun of it. Also, informal polling
indicated low intention to attend among
some regular attendees. Fingers crossed
for next year.
As of this writing, our annual Presidents

IN MEMORIAM: ADRIENNE KEYES WIESE
Long-time member Adrienne Keyes Wiese, formerly of Hyde Park, passed away
on November 2, 2021 in Louden, Tennessee, where she lived with family in recent
years. Adrienne was a strong believer in environmental issues, and was a member
of our Mid-Hudson Chapter and the New York-New Jersey Trail Conference for
over 50 years. Adrienne had marked her 100th birthday in September 2021.
She and her husband Dave were trail stewards and maintained a trail in Minnewaska State Park for many years. She
also created a hiking trail connecting the
Vanderbilt and Roosevelt estates along the
Hudson River. The Adrienne Wiese Overlook
in the Hyde Park Riverfront Park was named
in her honor recognizing this work. A granite
monument stands there with the inscription
"Adrienne Wiese Overlook, June 1, 1991".
She was an activist, testifying at a Congressional hearing in support of preserving Eleanor Roosevelt's Val-Kill Cottage as a National
Historical Site.
Donations in Adrienne’s memory can be
sent to to the Appalachian Trail Conference
(https://donate.appalachiantrail.org)
Day weekend at Heart Lake in ADK’s
Wiezel Cabin is under discussion. We
have the cabin reserved and the board is
discussing how and whether it might be
successfully and safely used by our group
in February. Watch your email and the
website for updates.
THE HUDSON RIVER
ALMANAC
The New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation’s Hudson
River Almanac is a weekly natural history
journal (e-mail), now in its 28th year, that
seeks to capture the spirit, magic, and science of the Hudson River Valley from the
High Peaks of the Adirondacks, 320 miles
to the sea.
Each edition of the Almanac covers the
previous week and is sent as a free e-mail
to a distribution of more than 20,000
readers. The Almanac is produced by the
DEC's Hudson River Estuary Program in
partnership with hundreds of enthusiasts
whose adventures, observations, and
sentiments are found in its entries. We encourage personal contributions, including
photos, from our readers.

Hudson River watershed, please e-mail
Tom Lake trlake7@aol.com. There is no
guarantee all material will be used (we
get volumes), but we do our best.
—Tom Lake, MHADK member
ONE IDEA FOR RECYCLING
YOUR INDESTRUCTIBLE
TYVEK MAPS
Have some out of date maps printed on
indestructible Tyvek? Wonder what can
be done with them? How about making
a table cloth for outdoor use. Georgette
Weir glued together (with Elmer’s) a crazy
quilt of such maps as a test and brought
them to the Oct. 4 picnic at Quiet Cove
park in Poughkeepsie. A little lightweight
and a little stiff, but, on the plus side,
perfectly functional and a great conversation starter! Since much of the info on the
maps is still current, you can use them
to plan your next outing with your picnic
partners.

Georgette Weir

tions through MHADK. She will continue
to lead hike and trail maintenance outings
for the chapter.

If you find the idea of the Almanac
interesting, and would like to be on our
distribution list, or if you have stories and/
or photos to share from anywhere in the
www.midhudsonadk.org
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Library Awards
Continued from page 1

Chatham Library: The library plans to
work with author and educator Nancy
Castaldo, who has written books about our
planet for over 20 years. She is a certified
National Geographic Educator. Ms. Castaldo would offer a program for children and
families based on her book Back from the
Brink: Saving Animals from Extinction and
Rachel Carson's Silent Spring.
Beekman Library: The Beekman Library
planned an outdoor nature program
called Earthly Explorers for families and
children. The program was held in September and involved collaboration with
the Dutchess County Cornell Cooperative
Extension’s No Child Left Behind program. The No Child Left Behind natural
educators consisted of five trained
teenagers from Poughkeepsie High
School. They served as educators and
role models for the group. The educators
discussed tick awareness and avoiding
plants like poison ivy. Each child and teen
received a nature bag to pursue nature
exploration for the session and in the
future. The bags contained a specimen
container, nature notebook, magnifying
glass, bug net, tick key, and NYS Tree
& Wildflower laminated brochure. The
children were divided into several groups
to search for specimens. They came back
with wild flowers and various insects. For
the second part of the program, the children identified what they had found with
the help of the educators and sketched in
their nature books.

Volunteer Profile: Sue Mackson

Lalita Malik

STEAM programming and its preschool
programming by procuring an outdoor
sensory table, water table, and seating.
Sensory and water tables will allow our
youth librarians to host outdoor story
times and other specific events in a natural setting.

When asked how long she has been volunteering for MHADK, Sue Mackson responded, “A very long time.” When asked for specifics, Sue agreed
to put on her hat as Chapter Historian (“this means that I have a lot of
material piled up on a shelf”), and reply with some specifics. “Too long.”
The current editors of this newsletter have relied on Sue to provide a
good deal of the content. She collects and prepares the outing reports
from leaders, she writes the occasional article—plant hunting and identification are special interests; she solicits articles from members and others.
She has, in fact, functioned as a kind of acquisitions editor for us.
Additionally, Sue has served as Outings Chair (before Ginny Fauci took
on that role in 2013), sent out the weekly email of activities (before Cindy
Colter), is an occasional hike leader (her New Year’s Day walk + after-walk
get-together is a member favorite), and years ago helped publicize our
activities in local newspapers (remember them?) and with one-page flyers posted in libraries and stores.

Hyde Park Library: MHADK funding will
support acquisitions for a "Local Hiking"
library collection. It will include numerous
maps and field-guides for the Hudson
Valley, as well as a couple of sets of walking sticks and other hiking gear.

As MHADK takes the next steps in our communication evolution, Sue

Grinnell Library, Wappingers NY: The
Backpacking Through Nature program
will consist of five backpacks that can be
checked out from the library. Each backpack will be thematic and will contain different nature-themed books and related
small equipment and materials.

Thank you, Sue, for all you have done and continue to do to keep our

plans to continue to be the point person for collecting outing reports and
photos. Look for these on our website, where webmaster Jeanette TullyBaker is already posting them.

Chapter hale and hearty, with particular thanks from the outgoing editors,
Dana and Georgette.

www.midhudsonadk.org
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Ginny Fauci

OutingsLog

A U G U S T, S E P T E M B E R , O C TO B E R 2 0 2 1

COMPILED BY SUE MACKSON

Aug. 4, Nuclear Lake

Sharon Klein

The planned hike was supposed to take
the hikers down to and around this pleasant lake, with a post hike get together
and possibly swim—it was planned, after
all, for mid summer. We did start out on
the AT connector trail, blazed in 1988 by
MHADKer Bill Beehler, which connects
to the AT and ends at the decontaminated lake. We had planned to meet Bill
and Ellen Zelig and Al Poelzl at the lake;
they walking down a shorter, straighter
jeep road to Nuclear Lake. We did get
together, lunch and socialize, and actually
got to meet a 40-year volunteer caretaker

of the lake and its dam. She and Bill knew
each other when Bill kept his tools for trail
work at her nearby house. After a leisurely
get together, our group returned on the
wooded trail and our guests returned on
the jeep trail. No swimming nor going
round the lake, just a pleasant summer
day walk. Leader Sue Mackson with Connie Haven, Carol Gray, Mervyn Sofer, Jeff
Gross, Ann Gross, Ellen Kelly, Charlotte
Mann, Joan Billows, and Carol Chu.

of the western Devil's Path over St. Anne's
peak, with a summit of Westkill Mountain,
a Catskill 3500 peak, and Buck Ridge
lookout. The refreshing waters of Diamond Notch Falls awaited us after a steep
descent down the mountain. Leader
Sharon Klein with Sharon Cahill, Pete
Cantline, Roberta Forest, Michael Yesko,
Meagen Reese, and Neil Zaffos.

Aug. 15, Westkill Mountain

It was a beautiful day for a paddle! The
skies in Forestburgh were sunny, the
temperature was normal, and there
was no wind. We launched into the Rio
Reservoir at the DEC Boat Launch and
headed north, but the water was so low
that we quickly bottomed out. So we
turned around and paddled south, past
the waterfall. (There was no need to climb
out of our boats; we could see the falls
from the water.) We continued paddling
and stopped at a rocky beach for lunch.
After lunch we dove into the clean water
of the reservoir for a long, refreshing
swim. The dam was just another mile,
so we continued south. After seeing the
dam view, we paddled back to the put-in.
The fauna sightings were disappointing
(we counted only one eagle, two ducks,
and a heron). But we were fascinated by
dozens of “alien eggs” that were attached
to branches under the water. These are
bryozoans, microscopic aquatic invertebrates that live in colonies in fresh water.
Their exoskeletons are gelatinous, and
www.midhudsonadk.org
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After a few cancellations due to rain, we
finally had a perfect day for the traverse

Aug.15, Westkill

Aug. 15, Paddle and Swim
the Rio Reservoir

Jeanette Tully-Baker

Ginny Fauci

Sept. 3, Minnewaska
Aug. 28, Snake Hill, Newburgh

Aug.15, Rio Reservoir

the colonies take the form of rounded,
jellylike masses. Very cool! Total mileage
was 7.5 miles. Charlotte Mann, Janet Sabatino, and Jonathan Baker joined leader
Jeanette Tully-Baker.

A great 5-mile loop hike at Fahnestock
State Park: out on the Appalachian Trail,
return via the Three Lakes Trail. Members
Judy Behrens, Karen and Richard Castioni, and guest Melissa Ortquist joined
leader Georgette Weir over hill and dale
and past several "very Monet-y" (Karen’s
words) ponds and lakes.
Aug. 27, Cabot Mountain
It was Catskills magic as we hiked up
Cabot Mountain on the section of the
Finger Lakes Trail known as the Touch
Me Not trail. It was a very varied trail, with

Sharon Klein

Aug. 16, Fahnestock

Aug. 27, Cabot Mountain
classic Catskills outcroppings, a perfectly
constructed beaver dam, and a surprise
open meadow on the mountain with a
view of wild flowers and mountains. The
hike finished at Little Pond campground,
where some of us picnicked and paddled.
Leader Sharon Klein with Pete Cantline,
Sherri Goffman, Ralph Bressler and
nephew Bryce, Louise Dewhirst, and Ed
Wilett.

We met at 10:00 am at the Crystal Lake
Parking Lot in Newburgh. The day was
cloudy with a threat of rain but we were
lucky that it didn't rain during our hike.
There were 7 hikers including the leader.
All mentioned that they never had been
there before. This trail is a Scenic Hudson
property. We started on the blue trail
which took us along Crystal Lake and
past a community vegetable and flower
garden then deep into the woods. We
passed an old Jewish Cemetery on the
left. Sue Mackson explained some of
the images on the headstones and their
meanings. We then turned left onto the
Red trail and a steep climb towards the
top of Snake Hill. Near the top, we walked
along a ridge until we came to a small
road that led to a park. We, however,
crossed the road and made our way to
a very scenic view of the Hudson River
Valley where we stopped for a snack and
took in the views. After about a half-hour,
we made our way back down on the same
trails to the parking lot. All had a very nice
time. Leader: John Ragusa
Sept. 3, Minnewaska State Park
Absolutely gorgeous day for a hike! Sun
was shining, in the 60s, no bugs, blue
skies, pretty clouds, waterfalls on the cliffs.
Another great day in the woods. Hikers
were Sharon, Annie, Joyce, Richard &
Karen, Martha, Dave, Cindy, the leader
Ginny Fauci.

Georgette Weir

Sept. 5, Blackhead Mountain

Aug.16, Fahnestock

It started out as a rainy day (the rain eventually stopped), but that did not deter
four of our toughest hikers, who made
the trek over Blackhead and Arizona
mountains and down the Escarpment trail
to Colgate Lake. We hiked a total of 10+
www.midhudsonadk.org
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Sept. 10, High Peterskill Trail at
Minnewaska.
A beautiful early fall day with a hint of
changing leaf colors and magnificent
views to the Catskills and across the Peterskill ravine. Good flow in the Peterskill and
easy crossing on two bridges. Awosting
Falls was quite spectacular, especially for
this time of year. Margaret Douglas, Joanna Nadoolman, Carol Chu, and Joyce
Mongero joined Georgette Weir.

Led an easy Tuesday hike to Burroughs
(Slabsides). Lots of efts, fungi, and mosquitoes. Water was flowing out of Black
Creek. Another great day in the woods.
Hikers were Melissa O., Charlotte, Connie, Lynn, Richard, Ellen, Sherri, and the
leader, Ginny Fauci.

Sept. 9, Mohonk

Sept, 17, Neversink Gorge

miles, passing multiple viewpoints that
were not visible that day. Not being able
to see views you know are there encourages us to look at things more closely on
the forest floor; something that is equally
as beautiful as the views we all hope for
on our hikes. Leader Sharon Klein with
Jean-Claude Fouere, Georgette Weir,
Margaret McGrath.

It was a misty morning on the beautiful
Neversink River. The rain held off, giving us a magical trek through what was
likened to a tropical rain forest, filled with
rhododendrons, moss covered boulders, and ferns. Lunch was taken at the
spectacular Mullet Falls before heading
back to the cars. Leader, Sharon Klein
with Roberta Forest, Georgette Weir, Sue
Mackson, Lalita Malik, Eddi Zamft, Michael
Yesko, Joyce Mongero, Tracy Rakin, Sherri
Goffman, and guest, Marcy Kotler.

Georgette Weir

Hiked up to Mohonk Mountain House,
a 3-eft day, lunch by the lake, ice cream,
beautiful gardens, another gorgeous day
in the woods. Hikers were Melissa O., Annie, Cindy, and the leader, Ginny Fauci.

Sept. 10, Peterskill

Ginny Fauci

Sept. 9, Mohonk Preserve

Sept. 14, Burroughs

Sept. 30, Harriman State Park (rain
postponed from Sept. 24.)
On a spectacular fall day, our group of

Sept. 17, Neversink
www.midhudsonadk.org

Sharon Klein

Ginny Fauci

Sept. 14, John Burroughs Nature
Preserve
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Georgette Weir

Georgette Weir

Sept. 30, Harriman

Sept. 30, Onteora Lake
An easy loop hike around Onteora Lake
and Pickerel Pond. Another great day in
the woods. Hikers were Richard, Charlotte, Jean, Linda, Pat, Kathy and Lee, and
the leader Ginny Fauci.

Dutchess County Park. The day was calm
and mild. Conversation and relaxation
were the orders for the day. Jane Geisler,
Al Poelzl, Lalita Malik, Carol Gray, Salley
Decker, Ginny Fauci, Joan Billows, and
Jean-Claude Fouere joined Georgette.
Oct. 7, Jenny Lane at Minnewaska,
Great lollipop hike out to Lake Awosting.
In the 60s, blue sky with pretty clouds,
some color popping out. Another gorgeous day in the woods. Hikers were
Annie, Kathy A, Linda, Cindy, Dea, and the
leader, Ginny Fauci.

a section of the Appalachian Trail with
company from MHADK, this time, Pete
Cantline. We did a rugged 5-mile stretch
that included scenic Fitzgerald Falls, the
remains of an abandoned community's
stone walls, two short scrambles, Mombasha High Point, a viewpoint on the shoulder of Buchanan Mountain, hints of early
fall color, and an incredible quantity and
diversity of mushrooms and fungi. Also,
dishearteningly, ample signs of invasive
jumping worms (Amynthas spp.) at the

Oct. 8, Appalachian Trail,
Sterling Forest

Ginny Fauci

three completed an 8.35-mile loop hike
that included sections of the RamapoDunderberg and Appalachian Trails. The
turnaround point was the O'Brien Shelter,
nestled amidst an impressive outcrop
of boulders, and where we examined a
web-like array of cables and carabiners
for campers to hang their food barrels
away from the reach of black bears.
Martha Rabson, an AT Corridor volunteer,
noted that increased bear activity along
the AT (and elsewhere) has resulted in
efforts to promote the human use of bearproof food protection strategies. Martha
and Jean-Claude Fouere joined leader
Georgette Weir.

For the second Friday in a row, Georgette
Weir and Jean-Claude Fouere covered

Oct. 1, Esopus Meadows
Hike and Picnic

Oct. 4, Picnic at Quiet Cove,
Poughkeepsie
Georgette Weir welcomed club members
to an informal picnic lunch along the Hudson River at the beautiful Quiet Cove, a

Oct. 1, Esopus Meadows

www.midhudsonadk.org

Ginny Fauci

Short hike and then a picnic by the
Hudson at Lighthouse Park. Esopus
Lighthouse, cormorants, snowy egret,
herons flying by, big fish jumping, boats
and a barge on the other side. Another
gorgeous day in the woods. Hikers were
Charlotte, Susan G, Pete, Lalita, and the
leader, Ginny Fauci. Kathy P joined the
picnic afterwards.
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Georgette Weir

Ginny Fauci

Oct. 7, Jenny Lane

Oct. 15, Storm King
trailhead and along the trail. According
to Cornell Coop. Ext., the worms alter soil
structure and chemistry and can be very
destructive to landscapes, including forest
understories. Their very tiny eggs are easily transported on boots.

On a perfect fall day we avoided the leaf
peeper crowds and traversed the Shawangunk Ridge from the Wurstboro Ridge
State Forest on Pickles Road, to Route 52
near Sam's Point. We had 360- degree
views from the fire tower, with little to no
wind. Mushrooms were out in abundance
as well as efts and (unfortunately) some
small biting things. The Shawangunk
Ridge is one of the best kept secrets in
the region. The only folks we saw were
coming up from the Cox Road parking
area for the short loop. We had the Ridge
to ourselves for most of the day. Leader
Sharon Klein was joined by Sherri Goffman, Roberta Forest, Edie Zamft, Amy Kotler, Robin Saltzman, Joan Billows, Richard
and Karen Castioni.
Oct. 14, North Lake
Yearly leaf peeping hike to North Point
on Escarpment Trail. Some bright color,
lots of yellow, cloudy, 60s. Another gorgeous day in the woods. Hikers were
Sherri, Linda, Tamar, Roberta, Jean,
Sharon K, Cindy, and the leader, Ginny
Fauci.
Oct. 15, Storm King Mountain
Fabulous views up and down the Hudson River and beyond, great company,

Ginny Fauci

Oct. 11, Roosa Gap State Forest

Oct. 14, North Lake
and summer-like temperatures were
highlights of our half-day hike on this
iconic Hudson Highlands mountain. Jean
McAvoy, Dave Webber, and Adrienne
Scivolette joined Georgette Weir.
Oct. 19, Hudson River Skywalk
Gorgeous fall day to walk from Thomas Cole historic site on the west side
of the Hudson River to Olana on the
east side via the Rhinecliff Bridge.
Blue sky, sunny, windy, 60s. A little
color in spots, mostly green or washed
out yellow. Another great day in the
outdoors. Hikers were Pete, Connie,
Orrie & Goodie (LIADKers), and the
leader, Ginny Fauci.

Oct. 21, Mohonk Preserve
Gorgeous day, sunny, blue sky, high 60s.
A smattering of color here & there. Not
the hike I planned, rerouted from Pine
Road, where tree trimming crews took
over most of the parking, but another
great day in the woods. Hikers were Cathy
C, Annie, Jill S, Pat, and the leader Ginny.
Oct. 23, Paddle Lower
Wappingers Creek
The creek water was cold, but luckily
we had a warm-ish, sunny day in late
October for one of the last paddles of
the year. And, surprisingly, we had quite
a large group of paddlers (17 in total!),
who launched their colorful kayaks and
www.midhudsonadk.org
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After heading back toward the river, some
of us passed under the bridge for the railroad tracks (originally built in the 1850’s
as a drawbridge for the Hudson River
Railroad Company). We circumvented
Rabbit Island, a small island with a single
house; it’s connected to the mainland by
only a pedestrian bridge.
We all enjoyed the easy paddle back to
the launch, as the incoming tide carried
our boats without much effort.
Paddlers included ADK members TheresaM, GlendaS, ConnieH, RobertaF,
JaneB, JohnA, JoanB, JonathanB, DianeD,
ColleenW, KathyA, DaveW, EricH and the
leader, JeanetteTB. We were joined by
guests JohnS, AlexandraS and BillF.
Oct. 19, Hudson River Skywalk

Oct. 28, Torrey Memorial, Turkey Hill
Lake, Queensboro Lake
Beautiful day in Harriman State Park,
sunny, in the 50s, two lakes, one memorial, blowdowns, wet trails. Another
gorgeous day in the woods. Hikers were
Sharon, Sherri, Cindy, Lalita, Marsha, and
the leader, Ginny Fauci.

A big Thank-You! to the seven MHADKers who responded to Georgette Weir’s
invitation to help rebuild a decaying trail
bridge at Mills-Norrie State Park/Hopeland Area. The project was requested by
OPRHP Taconics Region management
and supervised by its Trails Manager Nate
Wenzel in partnership with NY-NJ Trail
Conference East Hudson Trails Chair and

Oct. 21, Mohonk Preserve
canoes into Wappinger Creek.
Since the tide was coming in, we first paddled toward town, where we passed Market Street Industrial Park. The Dutchess
Print Works company was established
here in 1830; they manufactured and
dyed various textiles. Many other businesses came to the area since it was easily
accessible from the Hudson River via the
creek. In the early 1900’s, the buildings
were replaced by stone buildings that
made up the Dutchess Bleachery. As we
paddled past the Bleachery, we could see
the updated hydroelectric site that is in
operation today. Just beyond the hydroelectric site we could see the penstock, a
massive pipe that controls water flow for
the hydroelectrics.

Jeanette Tully-Baker

Ginny Fauci

Saturday & Sunday, Nov. 13, 14.
Trail bridge rebuild at Hopeland Area
of Mills-Norrie State Park

Oct. 23, Lower Wappinger's Creek
www.midhudsonadk.org
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Nathan Wenzel

Crew Chief (volunteer) Andrew Seirup.
MHADK provided 8 out of 10 volunteer crew members who helped over
the course of the two days. The project
involved dismantling the rotting rails
and planking of a 24 x 5-foot bridge,
then replacing them with new beams,
planks, and rails. As with any such project,
unexpected obstacles were encountered
that required collegial head-scratching
and problem-solving. Then there was the
early-afternoon thunderstorm on Saturday that cut the day short. Still, by the end
of work Sunday, the project was largely
complete. A productive and interesting
couple of days in the woods. Joining
Georgette were: Sharon Zraly, David
Webber, Tom Amisson, Annette Caruso,
Sam Dolan, Jean-Claude Fouere, and
Cindy Colter.

Nov. 13 &14, Mills-Norrie State Park

SNOW FLEAS

They look like black dust—or chia seeds, but smaller—and
they seem to emerge like magic on white snow, seemingly
clustering in the depressions of footprints. Commonly called
“snow fleas”, they are, as an online article on the website of
the Ecological Society of America (ESA.org) notes, “not actually fleas (or even technically insects).”
They are springtails and they feed on decaying organic matter in the soil. There are a number of species that are active
in soil in warm weather.

“In the winter, however, two species of dark blue springtails— Hypogastrura harveyi and Hypogastrura nivicol—can be
easily spotted against the white backdrop of snow,” the ESA
notes. “These hexapods may have acquired the nickname of
snow fleas due to their ability to jump great distances, a feat
fleas boast as well. Whereas fleas use enlarged hind legs,
springtails have a tail-like appendage called a furcula that
unfolds to launch the hexapods great distances.”

These winter-active species are reported to be able to withstand cold temperatures thanks to a glycine-rich antifreeze
protein that prevents ice crystals from forming internally.

According to a Perdue College of Agriculture podcast (February 2020): “They are so primitive that they do not possess
normal insect legs, eyes, or mouthparts, and are wingless.
They get around using a unique method of locomotion,
have simple eyes that only detect light or dark – not the
compound eyes of most insects (sic) – possess very unusual
mouthparts that are contained inside the head rather than
protruding on the outside like other insects, and have a very
simple metamorphosis: from eggs to nymphs to adults. The
thing that sets them most apart, however, is their quirky
method of locomotion.”
Suffice it to say, the name ‘springtail’ is a clue. Be on the
lookout for them as you traipse snowy woods this winter.
—Georgette Weir
www.midhudsonadk.org
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Adirondack Mountain Club: www.adk.org
Mid-Hudson Chapter: www.midhudsonadk.org
NY—NJ Trail Conference: www.nynjtc.org
To make a change of address, phone, or email,
send a message with specifics to adkinfo@adk.org
or call 1-800-395-8080 x2
To be included in the Mid-Hudson Chapter email list
or to change your email, please send a message to
ebc12533@yahoo.com
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